
WHY DID TRUMAN DROP THE ATOMIC BOMB ESSAY

For Truman, the choice whether or not to use the atomic bomb was the most difficult On August 9, a second atomic
bomb was dropped on Nagasaki, where .

No matter. A As Secretary of War, Stimson took direct personal control of the entire atomic bomb project, and
closely supervised the Manhattan Project. When the bomb detonated, many thousands of citizens of Hiroshima
disappeared off the face of the earth, instantly and without a trace. How would it be a waste to try a
demonstration? In fact, there is no persuasive evidence that any of them did. He also did not consult seriously
with his experts, many of whom warned him to consider Arab issues including Marshall, but rather, his old
business partner Jacobsen who was Jewish. The next target might well be Tokyo. The Boeing B Superfortress,
revving giant propellers as it prepares for a firebombing run over Japan. The first shock wave hit us. I believe
that the Presidents decision was based dually on military necessity and on the Nation's reputation. The airport
had been built to serve one purpose above all others: Little Boy. A special messenger had flown to his
headquarters on Guam to brief him. Any advance warning to evacuate a city would endanger the bomber
crews; the Japanese would be forewarned and attempt to shoot them down. The price of invasion would be
millions of American dead and wounded. What they show instead is that the Japanese Foreign Office was
trying to cut a deal through the Soviet Union that would have permitted Japan to retain its political system and
its prewar empire intact. Even American war commanders agreed that dropping the atomic bomb ended the
war quickly, yet they knew that Japan's offensive front was already exhausted, and would have eventually
been defeated without the use of the bomb. There were domestic considerations as well. Molotov left to attend
a Big Three meeting scheduled to begin in Potsdam on the fifteenth, Togo sought to have negotiations begin
as soon as they returned. The highlight of this website is a convincing interview with Dr. The sailors hushed,
and Truman announced the news. In May , Truman had formed the Interim Committee, a committee to advise
the president about matters pertaining to the use of nuclear energy and weapons. Top: Flight crew of Enola
Gay, attackers of Hiroshima. The Japanese could be expected to defend their sacred homeland with even
greater fervor, and kamikazes flying at short range promised to be even more devastating than at Okinawa.
Visible effects greater than in any test. Now what? ULTRA identified new units arriving almost daily. The
debate is not solely based on the bomb being dropped, but more on the actual necessity and intention of the
bomb being dropped. That bomb had more power than 20, tons of TNT. Survivors would remember the flash
of light first, followed by a sound that had never been heard by human ears. But Japan had an army of 2
million strong stationed in the home islands guarding against invasion. An atomic bomb survivor cries as he
receives a treatment at temporary hospital at Shin Kozen Elementary School in August in Nagasaki, Japan.
The sky seemed to explode.


